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English abstract 
This project work treats the positioning of white Americans to the Latino population of 
Los Angeles through constructions of language in a social constructionist perspective. The 
investigation is underpinned by qualitative group interviews carried out with white 
Americans in Los Angeles. The key findings are, that the interviewees positions 
themselves close to Latino culture because of their feeling of lacking own culture, because 
they could not identify with white American culture and out of interest for Latino culture. 
From an identity standpoint various identities were created originating in white American 
and Latino culture. The interviewees related more positive to the Latino identities than the 
white American one due to their distant position to white American culture. There were 
created strong identity and cultural constructions like Mayberry, piñata, and George-Bush-
person.  
Introduktion og motivation 
Nærværende projekt handler om hvordan hvide amerikanere gennem sproglige 
konstruktioner positionerer sig til latinos i Los Angeles (herefter L.A.) i et psykologisk, 
social konstruktionistisk perspektiv. Projektet bygger på kvalitative fokusgruppeinterviews 
med hvide amerikanere fra L.A. som jeg har udført under et fire måneders ophold i L.A.  
Et vigtigt litterært grundlag for projektet har været Wetherell & Potter’s bog ”Mapping 
The Language of Racism”1. Bogens fokus, at kortlægge racistisk sprogbrug via 
diskursanalyse, har hjulpet til at forstå vigtige aspekter af hvordan analysen af sproglige 
konstruktioner kan anvendes til at forstå indbyrdes positionering af etniske grupper. Bogen 
har således været et grundlag for projektet, da jeg på mange områder udfører den samme 
type undersøgelse, blot i mindre skala. 
Mine studier har været internationalt rettede siden jeg begyndte på International 
Cultural Studies (HIB) og har, ud over USA, ført mig til Spanien og Cuba. 
Sammenhængende med dette projekt har min uddannelse haft et omdrejningspunkt i 
spansk og latinamerikansk kultur, hvori motivationen for dette projekt da også findes. 
                                            
1 Columbia University Press, 1992. 
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Årsagen til at vælge L.A. som kontekst for dette studie bunder i byens multifacetterede, 
dynamiske og heterogene etniske sammensætning. Den største etniske 
befolkningsgruppe i L.A. udgøres i dag af latinos, hvilket gør L.A. til et oplagt valg i 
forbindelse med indsamling af empirien.  
Hyperdynamiske Los Angeles 
Inden jeg går i gang med den teoretiske del, ønsker jeg at beskrive konteksten dette 
projekt et blevet til i. Det gør jeg både for at give et indblik i byens særegenhed, men også 
fordi konteksten er et vigtigt grundlag for analysen og resultaterne2. 
Los Angeles has experienced more profound demographic change than any other 
urban region in recent decades. This is reflected in its high rate of population growth, 
high percentage of immigrant residents, and rising proportions of Latino and Asian 
residents. (Dowell Myers, 1999, s. 950) 
Med dette udgangspunkt, vil jeg inddrage lidt statistisk demografisk materiale, for at 
give en ide om hvad det vil sige at L.A. har været igennem denne rivende udvikling.3 Ikke 
kun er byens population vokset, men ligeledes er befolkningssammensætningen forandret. 
Latinobefolkningsgruppen har udviklet sig over en 30årig periode fra i 1970 at udgøre 
18,3% af befolkningen til i 2000 at udgøre 44,6% og dermed til at blive den største etniske 
befolkningsgruppe i LA. Det viser sig endvidere at latinos, på grund befolkningsgruppens 
vækst, lever mere og mere segregeret fra de andre befolkningsgrupper (hovedsagligt 
afroamerikanere, asiatere og angloamerikanere). Latinos sandsynlighed for at have 
”hvide”4 naboer er faldet fra 52% i 1970 til kun 18% i 2000. Denne udvikling skyldes 
hovedsageligt at latinos har bosat sig omkring områder i forvejen beboet af latinos og 
efterhånden som disse områder vokser areal- og befolkningsmæssigt, mindskes det 
enkelte individs sandsynlighed for at have naboer fra andre befolkningsgrupper.  
                                            
2 Denne pointe vender jeg tilbage til i afsnittet Social konstruktionismens optik. 
3 Det anvendte statistiske materiale stammer fra The Racial Resegregation of Los Angeles County, 
1940-2000. Public Research Report, nr. 2001-04, (2001). Ethington, P. J., Frey, W. H., and Dowell 
Myers. 
4 I afsnittet Race eller etnicitet? vil jeg diskutere de labels der anvendes til at definere de forskellige 
befolkningsgrupper. 
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Fra hvide amerikanernes synspunkt resulterer dette i det stik modsatte. Denne gruppe 
havde i 2000 historisk set den største sandsynlighed for at have ikke-hvide amerikanske 
naboer, herunder latinos på 25% (i modsætning til kun 14% i 1970). Dette skyldes blandt 
andet at hvide amerikanere er faldet fra at udgøre 62% i 1970 til 32% i 2000 af den 
samlede befolkning i L.A., men også at denne befolkningsgruppe er flyttet til andre dele af 
byen.  
Hovedsageligt viser dataene to tendenser, hvoraf den første handler om udviklingen i 
befolkningstilvæksten; på baggrund af at antallet af hvide amerikanere er faldet og antallet 
af latinos er steget, er der større sandsynlighed for at hvide amerikanere vil have latino 
naboer, og mindre sandsynlighed for at latinos vil have hvide amerikanske naboer. Den 
anden tendens handler om hvide amerikaneres beboelsesmønster; før i tiden var der 
større tendens til at latinos boede blandt hvide amerikanerne, men de hvide amerikanerne 
er gradvist flyttet til (dyrere) randområder i L.A., hvilket har resulteret i øget etnisk 
segregering5. Afslutningsvis for dette afsnit, vil jeg præsentere en række kort over L.A. der 
afspejler denne demografiske udvikling6.  
  
 
Figur 1  
L. A. County, Racial/Ethnic Diversity 1950 
 
Figur 2 
L. A. County, Racial/Ethnic Diversity 1970 
 
                                            
5 The Racial Resegregation of Los Angeles County, s. 2. 
6 Dette ønsker jeg for både at understrege hvor centralt L. A. som kontekst er for projektet, men også 
fordi de umiddelbart giver et indtryk hvor stor den demografiske udvikling er.  
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Figur 3 
L. A. County, Racial/Ethnic Diversity 1980 
Figur 4 
L. A. County, Racial/Ethnic Diversity 2000 
Rød markerer Asiater/Stillehavsøboerer, karry markerer latino majoritet, grå markerer 
sort majoritet, ingen markering er hvid amerikansk majoritet, brun markerer ingen 
majoritet.  
Problemfelt og problemformulering 
Denne massive tilvækst af latinos og den øgede segregering af de etniske grupper i 
L.A. mener jeg må medføre en udvikling i de kulturelle, sociale og identitetsmæssige 
forhold. Jeg formoder at denne udvikling trækker nogle spor, herunder i sproget og i de 
konstruktioner hvide amerikanere etablerer om latinos. Problemformuleringen er derfor 
som følger: 
Med Los Angeles som hyperdynamisk og multietnisk kontekst, ønsker jeg at undersøge 
hvilke konstruktioner hvide amerikanere etablerer om latinos. Dette ønsker jeg at gøre 
gennem kvalitative interviews med hvide amerikanere fra Los Angeles. Interviewene 
danner baggrund for en diskursiv analyse og psykologisk social konstruktionistisk 
diskussion af hvordan denne italesættelse positionerer hvide amerikanerne til latinos. 
Social konstruktionismens optik 
Tilgangen til dette projekt bunder i en social konstruktionistisk forståelse af de sociale 
og kulturelle fænomener og processer som jeg ønsker at udforske. Begreber som identitet, 
samfund og virkelighed opfattes af social konstruktionisme som konstruerede, gennem 
måden vi italesætter dem. 
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Konstruktionister er optaget af processer. De er optaget af kreative, formende eller 
konstruerende aktiviteter, og det primære fokus ligger på sprogets konstruerende 
funktion. Det er den ubrudte, den stadigt flydende strøm af kommunikativ interaktion 
mellem mennesker, der interesserer. (Shotter, 1995)7
Dette projekt bygger på det kvalitative interview, det vil sige en bestemt ramme for 
diskursen. Under denne sociale interaktion udveksler vi meninger og holdninger og 
konstruerer en forståelse af vores identitet, eksempelvis hvad det vil sige at være latino 
eller hvid amerikaner. Vægten på den sociale interaktion fører os over i social 
konstruktionisme; vi konstruerer begreber sammen med og afhængigt af andre: 
For social konstruktionisterne bæres processerne stort set udelukkende i den flydende 
kommunikation mellem aktører, i diskurserne. Det betyder, at processerne enten 
forstås gennem deres italesættelse eller qua de abjicerede elementer, der ligger 
omkring denne italesættelse, og som altså ifølge forståelsen fungerer konstituerende, 
identitetsformende, for de italesatte fænomener. (Søndergård (1996), s. 12) 
Det er altså en social proces at skabe og forstå disse konstruerede begreber. Men det 
er også en dynamisk proces, da vi hele tiden fortolker og forandrer konstruktionerne på 
baggrund af den tid og det rum processerne foregår i8. De er afhængige af tid fordi de 
forandres med de begivenheder der udspiller sig i samfundet og de er afhængige af rum 
fordi forandringerne af samfundet medfører andre forudsætninger for den sociale 
konstruktion af begreberne. Projektets kontekst, L.A. i dag, er dermed vigtig at inddrage for 
at kunne relatere diskursen og konstruktionerne til den lokale tid og det lokale rum.  
For social konstruktionister foregår konstruktionsprocesserne i den diskursive 
interaktion mellem mennesker; relationerne mellem mennesker er altså i fokus. 
Konstruktioner bliver til i forhandlingen mellem varierende tolkninger af ”virkeligheden” og 
opfattes af social konstruktionisme som grundlæggende arbitrære. Den individuelle 
autonomi kan ikke forstås som universel, men opfattes som et kulturelt og historisk 
fænomen, hvormed identitet betragtes som en proces9. Dette vender jeg tilbage til i 
afsnittet Identitet. 
                                            
7 Citeret i D. M. Søndergaard, Social konstruktionisme, s. 7 
8 K. J. Gergen (1997), s. 75 
9 D. M. Søndergaard , Social konstruktionisme, s. 17 
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Jeg har valgt at beskæftige mig med social konstruktionisme i et epistemologisk, 
relativistisk perspektiv10, som jeg vil skitsere i komprimeret form. Den udlægger at der 
ingen absolut realitet findes uden for vores erkendelse og at erkendelse altid er sociale 
produkter af historisk og kulturelt situerede interaktioner mellem aktører. De socialt 
forhandlede produkter er i sig selv konstituerende for vores sociale verden, hvormed der 
altså ikke findes en objektiv erkendelse af fænomenet.11 Vi kan dermed ikke tilgå verden 
uafhængigt af vores kultur, da den altid vil påvirke vores konstruktioner om den. 
Som jeg forstår det, er vores epistemologiske tilgang til den sociale verden de 
dynamiske, tid og rum afhængige konstruktioner som vi løbende forhandler med andre 
individer. På den måde skaber vi i en given forhandling (for eksempel en 
interviewsituation) en fælles ”virkelighed”. Den eksisterer i øjeblikket, men må 
nødvendigvis være en anden næste gang vi mødes, da konstruktioner forandres, skabes 
og dør. Dette gør den hverken mere eller mindre ægte – det handler om at vi må forholde 
os til den virkelighed vi skaber sammen i nuet og forstå den som ægte; der er altså ikke er 
en bagvedliggende realitet, som vi kunne have opfattet under andre optimale 
omstændigheder. Med andre ord; virkeligheden er nu, i ordene mellem dig og mig, her i 
vores kontekst12.  
                                            
10 Et andet perspektiv er, med D. M. Søndergaards formulering (s. 18), den ’ontologiske relativisme’: ”… 
mennesket [har] kapacitet til at skabe begreber om verden, men begreberne skaber også verden. 
Verden findes ikke uafhængigt af os …". Dette forstår jeg på den måde, at verden ikke eksisterer før 
vi italesætter den, at den materialiserer sig igennem sproget.  
11 D. M. Søndergaard , Social konstruktionisme, s. 17f. En nuancering af den epistemologiske 
relativisme er den ’variations-relativerede epistemologiske position med tilføjelse af en vis grad af 
ontologisk relativisme’, som D. M. Søndergaard taler om (D. M. Søndergaard, Social 
konstruktionisme, s. 21). 
12 Dette betyder selvfølgelig ikke, at for eksempel historie og fortid ikke eksisterer som sådan, men at 
vores fortid og historie også er sociale konstruktioner som forandres, forhandles og forstås på 
baggrund af hvordan vi konstruerer virkeligheden nu.  
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Social konstruktionismens kundskabsidealer 
Et kvalitetstræk ved social konstruktionismen er ” […] den vellykkede oversættelse af 
én kulturs handleformer og diskurser til en anden kulturs diskurs”13. Social 
konstruktionismens kundskabsidealer flyttes altså ind i socialiteten, ind i de kommunikative 
processer, som flyder mellem mennesker, og på den måde erstattes den realistiske 
videnskabs sandhedsbegreb af begrebet om viabilitet14. Begreber, modeller og teorier 
opfattes som levedygtige, hvis de er adækvate i forhold til den kontekst de er skabt i, dvs. 
hvis de kan bidrage til at øge refleksiviteten, åbne for flere potentielle positioner og tilbyde 
nye optikker på fastgroede fænomenforståelser. Dermed er projektets hensigt at bidrage til 
at nedbringe de interkulturelle ”transaktionsomkostninger”. Det vil sige at øge 
udvekslingen af interkulturel forståelse (flere, andre og mere divergerende konstruktioner 
tilbydes) gennem støre tillid og mere åbenhed kulturerne og etniciteterne imellem.  
Race eller etnicitet? 
Den indledende gennemgang af L.A.’s udvikling bringer os over i en anden diskussion, 
nemlig hvordan man definerer de forskellige befolkningsgrupper etnografisk og sprogligt. 
Hvis vi først ser på hvordan man i det statistiske materiale har defineret 
befolkningsgrupperne, så handler det om at se på forskellen mellem etnicitet og race. 
Ifølge netordbogen.dk betyder etnicitet: ”tilhørsforhold til en social gruppe, som adskiller 
sig fra andre grupper ud fra kulturelle kriterier, hvoraf de vigtigste er forestillinger om en 
fælles oprindelse og en fælles historisk skæbne”. Dette adskiller sig markant fra 
kategorisering via opdeling i race, som jo lægger vægt på en biologisk underopdeling. 
Hvilke labels man bruger på disse etniske grupper leder over i en skelnen mellem ”hvid” 
og angloamerikaner, ”sort” og afroamerikaner og ”latino” og latinamerikaner, som man 
skelner mellem etnicitet og race. I de data der ligger til grund for ovenstående afsnit har 
respondenterne selv identificeret sig til de respektive etniske grupper. Dette mener jeg er 
et udtryk for et social konstruktionistisk grundlag at undersøge 
befolkningssammensætning på, da det tyder på at individet opfattes som socialt 
                                            
13 Rosaldo (1980), citeret i D. M. Søndergaard, Social konstruktionisme, s. 23. 
14 D. M. Søndergaard, Social konstruktionisme, s. 22. 
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konstruerende sit etniske tilhørsforhold. Dette skal forstås i modsætning til at forsøge at 
inddele befolkningsgrupperne i forhold til race, hvor individet kategoriseres uagtet 
individets egen opfattelse af etnisk tilhørsforhold, som om der findes en ægte, 
uomgængelig måde at inddele befolkningsgrupper på15.  
Diskursanalyse 
Social konstruktionister har været interesseret i hvordan bestemte måder at tale og 
skrive på giver et indtryk af realisme eller ”virkelighed”. Vi bruger sproget på en bestemt 
måde til at konstruere versioner af virkeligheden sådan at den fremstår som virkelig og 
ikke blot som en version. Denne bestemte brug af sproget kalder Wetherell & Potter for 
fortolkningsrepertoirer; en samling af fragmenter af diskurs som konstrueres til at 
repræsentere en virkelighed indenfor et eller andet område (kultur, identitet, etc.). Men det 
handler ikke kun om ords referentielle egenskaber eller at vi skaber mening gennem 
familiaritet med konstruktionerne. Det handler også om at vi behandler virkelighed som 
noget vi har opnået gennem en bestemt måde at italesætte verden på. Ud fra dette 
synspunkt, organiseres tekst og tale på specifikke måder således at en bestemt 
virkelighed fremstår solid, faktuel og stabil.16  
Discourse, the words of others, is one way in which the social world may be presented 
to the individual, but is seen as merely reflective of categories and groupings already in 
place. Through interaction the individual expresses their psychological dynamic but 
discourse is again seen as merely symptomatic of this dynamic, the vehicle, one could 
say, for the psychological goods contained in the individual. (Wetherell & Potter (1992), 
s. 46) 
Diskursiv praksis kan altså forstås som et udtryk for hvordan virkeligheden udfolder sig 
for individet og hvordan den sociale praksis medierer individets "psykologiske elementer". 
Diskursiv praksis er således et udtryk for hvordan individer producerer sociale og 
psykologiske virkeligheder.17 Det psykologiske og sociale felt medieres af diskursen, 
                                            
15 Genetikere der forsker i befolkninger påpeger at den genetiske variation i en given befolkning ofte er 
større en den gennemsnitlige variation mellem befolkninger. (Wetherell & Potter (1992), s. 17) 
16 Ibid., s. 95. 
17 B. Davies & R. Harré (1990), s. 45 
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hvorfor man igennem en analyse af diskursiv praksis kan sige noget meningsfuldt om 
individets interaktion med omverdenen: 
The psychological and social field - subjectivity, individuality, social groups and social 
categories - is constructed, defined and articulated through discourse. We shall thus 
suggest that action, the individual and the social, the subject-matter of social 
psychology, cannot be easily separated from discursive practice. (Wetherell & Potter 
(1992), s. 59)  
Ifølge Wetherell & Potter bør diskursanalyse udføres på en måde, således at man 
undersøger hvordan emnerne eller begreberne er mobiliserede, hvordan koncepterne 
konstrueres, hvordan de placeres i en diskursiv sekvens og deres retoriske organisering.18 
Analysen og diskussionen ønsker jeg således at udføre i forhold til hvordan hvide 
amerikanere konstruerer diskurser om og positionerer sig i forhold til latinoer. 
I forbindelse med analysen vil det være nødvendigt at kunne sætte diskursen ind i en 
eller anden social og psykologisk kontekst.19 Diskursens psykologiske kontekst vil jeg 
forsøge at belyse i næste afsnit ved at se på begreberne identitet og positionering.  
Identitet 
På baggrund af den social konstruktionistiske tilgang, må spørgsmålet om hvad 
identitet er også bearbejdes på denne basis. Årsagen til at tale om identitet skal findes i 
behovet for en forståelsesramme for individets positionering på baggrund af sproglige 
konstruktioner; hvilken personlig identitet resulterer i én positionering frem for en anden? 
Dette må afklares på baggrund af den individuelle konstruktion af identitet i den diskursive 
proces.  
Identity – who one is and what one is like – is established through discursive acts. 
Identity in talk is a construction, an achievement and an accomplishment; and, of 
course, this construction and accomplishment is both private and public. Subjectivity is 
organized discursively as a public act of self-presentation, but introspection, private 
accounting for oneself and self-description, are no less discursive. (Wetherell & Potter 
(1992), s. 78) 
                                            
18 Wetherell & Potter (1992), s. 93 
19 Ibid., s. 6 
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Identitet er ifølge denne definition en konstruktion som opnås via diskursiv handling og 
den er både privat og offentlig. Den private identitet er ikke mindre diskursiv fordi den 
formes af tanker i individet; vi forstår og tænker over os selv med ord og måden vi 
”tænker” vores identitet afhænger af de tilgængelige diskurser i samfundet og kulturen. 
Man kan måske sige at identitet er afhængig af de sociale diskurser/interaktion – uden 
disse ville vi ikke have ord til rådighed til at tænke vores identitet eller mulighed for at 
spejle os i andre, hvorfor det altså først er under social interaktion, at individet udfolder sig 
og bliver konstrueret. Bronwyn Davies & Rom Harré (1990) udtrykker det således: 
An individual emerges through the processes of social interaction, not as a relatively 
fixed end product but as one who is constituted and reconstituted through the various 
discursive practices in which they participate. Accordingly, who one is is always an 
open question with a shifting answer depending upon the positions made available 
within one’s own and others’ discursive practices and within those practices, the stories 
through which we make sense of our own and others’ lives. (s. 46, positionering) 
Et individs identitet kommer altså til syne på baggrund af de konstruktioner der skabes 
i en social sammenhæng, det vil sige de elementer i diskursen som resulterer i at individet 
fremstår som defineret i forhold til andre individer. Der findes dermed nogle psykologiske 
faktorer i individet som er med til at forme diskursen, og disse faktorer er således 
tilgængelige via de diskursivt etablerede konstruktioner som en form for symptomer på 
identitet. På den måde vil det være muligt via diskursanalyse at sige noget meningsfuldt 
om individets identitet på baggrund af dette individs italesættelse af sig selv og andre. 
Som jeg forstår det ud fra et social konstruktionistisk perspektiv, kan identitet dermed ikke 
defineres som et statisk psykologisk træk ved et individ - identitet må være dynamisk som 
den skabes i samtalen. 
Positionering 
Hvor identitet er et udtryk for hvordan individet er konstrueret i den sociale interaktion, 
handler positionering om hvilke konstruktioner individet anvender i forhold til andre og om 
sig selv på baggrund af individets identitet. Begrebet positionering tilbyder, som jeg forstår 
det, en forståelsesramme for individets interaktion i en specifik social kontekst på 
baggrund af for eksempel identitet. Positionering handler om hvilke konstruktioner vi 
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anvender i diskursen til at italesætte os selv og hinanden og hvordan vi derigennem sætter 
os i forhold til et andet individ eller en gruppe.  
’Positioning’ and ’subject position’ […] permit us to think of ourselves as a choosing 
subject, locating ourselves in conversations according to those narrative forms with 
which we are familiar and bringing to those narratives our own subjective lived histories 
through which we have learnt metaphors, characters and plot. (s. 52, Positioning) 
Hvor diskursanalysen er et værktøj til at analysere hvordan informantens verden 
italesættes er positionering et begreb der fortæller om hvor individet er lokaliseret i denne 
verden og hvordan individet lokaliserer andre i forhold til den. Et individs given 
positionering identificeres ved at analysere de autobiografiske aspekter af en 
konversation. Via disse autobiografiske aspekter er det muligt at finde ud af hvordan hvert 
enkelt individ opfatter sig selv og andre individer ved at se på hvilken position de tager og i 
hvilken historie.20 Et eksempel på dette kan være at individet adopterer en fortælling som 
indeholder en bestemt fortolkning af en kulturel stereotyp21. Positionering er altså “ […] the 
discursive process whereby selves are located in conversations as observably and 
subjectively coherent participants in jointly produced story lines”.22
Jeg vil kort nævne to former for positionering som vil være relevant for analysen; 
interaktiv og refleksiv positionering23. Interaktiv positionering er individets positionering af 
et andet individ via diskurs; refleksiv positionering er individets diskursive positionering af 
sig selv. Disse to typer af positionering er relevante i og med at interviewene blev udført i 
fokusgrupper, hvorfor dynamikken blandt informanterne har haft en effekt på den 
indbyrdes positionering. Men dynamikken har også haft indflydelse på hvordan 
informanterne har positioneret sig i forhold til de forskellige emner i interviewene i og med 
de har haft mulighed for eksempelvis at be- eller afkræfte hinandens beretninger og på 
den måde har de bidraget til skabelsen af sammenhængende konstruktioner om deres 
identiet og deres positionering til latinos.  
                                            
20 B. Davies & R. Harré (1990), s. 48 
21 Stereotypes: ”sets of traits attributed to social groups” (Stephan (1985), citeret i Wetherell & Potter 
(1992), s. 38) 
22 Afsnit bygger på B. Davies & R. Harré (1990), s. 50 
23 B. Davies & R. Harré (1990), s. 48. 
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Fokusgruppeinterviewet 
Fokusgruppeinterviewet er en kvalitativ dataindsamlingsmetode, hvor formålet med 
interviewet er at afdække og uddybe diskurser i en bestemt problemstilling. Fordelen ved 
at gennemføre kvalitative interviews i grupper er, at man bedre kan undersøge 
informanternes diskursers grænseflader og informanternes positionering, fordi de i den 
sociale kontekst skaber, udveksler og tilpasser konstruktioner i diskurserne. Den refleksive 
og interaktive positionering foregår således løbende under interviewet i forbindelse med at 
konstruktionerne bliver skabt og prøvet af mellem informanterne. En af styrkerne ved 
metoden er dermed også at intervieweren løbende kan dykke ned i interessante diskurser 
og få dem yderligere uddybet og varieret med flere eksempler. Interviewerens rolle er 
således at guide informanterne i forhold til de overordnede spørgsmål og at understøtte en 
detaljeret skabelse af konstruktionerne for at opnå at satuere forståelsen af dem så meget 
som muligt. Det fokuserede gruppeinterview er altså stærkt når det drejer sig om at belyse 
facetter af komplekse problemstillinger og opfattelsessammenhænge, men 
gruppeinterviewet kan også understøtte frembringelsen af nogle skarpere definerede 
sproglige konstruktioner, idet informanterne har mulighed for at inspirere og reflektere over 
hinandens beretninger. 
Interviewguiden og interviewsituationen 
For at øge trygheden i interviewsituationen og understøtte informanternes lyst til at 
udtrykke sig frit, blev det påpeget over for informanterne, at interviewet var anonymt og 
ville blive behandlet fortroligt. 
Interviewguiden var struktureret som tre koncentriske cirkler, hvor spørgsmålene var 
udvalgt til at handle om først realitet, næst socialitet og sidst/inderst identitet. Således tog 
den udgangspunkt i mere overordnede og generelle emner, såsom området 
respondenterne boede i og deres opfattelse af det statistiske materiale (realitet). Derefter 
indsnævrede diskussionen sig til at handle om mere sociale relationer og oplevelser 
(socialitet) for til sidst at komme ind på respondenternes mere personlige holdninger og 
disses betydning for respondenternes opfattelses af latinoer (identitet). Interviewet forløb 
ikke så lineært som beskrevet her, men hjalp til at strukturere interviewet og komme ”ind” 
på respondenterne. Min opfattelse af interviewsituationen var, at der hurtigt opstod en 
fortrolig atmosfære og at der var engagement og indlevelse.  
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Informanterne til interviewet blev udvalgt på baggrund af deres interesse for 
undersøgelsesområdet, at de opfattede sig selv som hvide amerikanere og at de var bosat 
i L. A.24 Jeg havde en personlig relation informanterne under mit ophold i L. A., hvilket i 
visse tilfælde kan have haft indflydelse på positionering og nogle af de skabte 
konstruktioner, som vi skal se. På den anden side var der en god fortrolighed under 
interviewet, som bidrog til at jeg relativt tidligt i interviewet kunne spørge ind til personlige 
forhold. Interviewet foregik i informanternes hjem i El Segundo, L. A.25
Piñata versus Mayberry – kultur og ikke-kultur? 
Diskursanalysens aktive natur er en proces af udvikling, afprøvning og 
retfærdiggørelse af fortolkninger og ’læsninger’ (readings) af tekster.26 Analysen har været 
en cyklisk proces, hvor emnerne blev indkredset lidt efter lidt og derigennem trådte frem 
og afslørede deres dybde og varians.27  
Jeg vil i dette kapitel diskutere nogle af de centrale diskurser og konstruktioner som 
respondenterne anvender til at italesætte deres egen kultur og kendskabet til 
latinokulturen. Samtidig vil jeg diskutere hvordan disse diskurser og konstruktioner er med 
til at skabe forskellige identiteter og positioner. 
Mayberry 
I de følgende afsnit vil jeg diskutere nogle af de konstruktioner der skabes omkring 
begrebet Mayberry, som bliver anvendt ofte i interviewet. Begrebet indgår i forskellige 
                                            
24 Jeg udførte et pilotinterview tidligt i projektforløbet, som fik konsekvenser for projektet på grund af 
forhold vedrørende observatørens paradoks. Min indledende intention med projektet var at 
undersøge latinos syn på hvide amerikanere, men da min fysiske fremtoning, alt andet lige, er meget 
lys (eller skandinavisk, hvis man kan tale om det), var min opfattelse, at respondenterne i 
pilotinterviewet opfattede mig som en repræsentant for den hvide amerikanske befolkningsgruppe jeg 
var interesseret i at interviewe dem om. Det kan der komme spændende samtaler ud af, men jeg følte 
det resulterede i et usammenhængende interview. Derfor valgte jeg at sadle om, og interviewe hvide 
amerikanere om deres syn på latinos i stedet.  
25 Dette kapitel bygger på D. M. Søndergaard, Tegnet på kroppen, s. 66ff 
26 Wetherell & Potter (1992), s. 105 
27 Ibid., s. 101 
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diskurser om kultur og hvid amerikansk identitet og mere overordnet anvendes det til at 
positionere disse konstruktioner til latinos. 
El Segundo 
Nogle af de nøgleord som hører til Mayberrykulturkonstruktionen er familieliv, tryghed 
og uforanderlighed i en hvid amerikansk kontekst. Begrebet anvendes her hovedsageligt 
på to områder; til identificeringen af El Segundo, hvor A og D bor, og til at beskrive hvad 
hvid amerikansk kultur er: 
A: Mayberry means uhm it’s very white bred America, you know, apple pie (haha) and 
big sales and farmer markets and (L: yeah) (.) It’s kind of not a whole lot of culture (L: 
ok). Yeah, do you know Mayberry? (L: no, I don’t know it.) It’s uhm the Andy Griffith 
Show, it’s was a uhm like sitcom and uhm 50’s or 60’s? (D: 50’s) and they lived in this 
very small town and you know, everyone knew each other and aunt Bee made apple 
pie and everything was very wholesome and never any problems or crime or anything 
like that and that’s the way El Segundo kind of strives to be. (18) 
Først og fremmest konstrueres Mayberrykultur som og begrænses til ’white bred 
America’, hvilket indikerer en ikke-etninsk (racistisk) kulturdefinition; det er 
angloamerikanernes kulturbegreb som A konstruerer. I citatet sættes ’apple pie’, ’big sales’ 
og ’farmer markets’ lig med ikke-kultur, det vil sige, at de mennesker som tillægger disse 
begreber værdi repræsenterer en ikke-kultur i A’s øjne. Der er, som jeg forstår det, tale om 
kultur; en kultur som konstrueres som ikke-kultur. Italesættelsen af El Segundo er med til 
at placere Mayberrybegrebet i A og D’s geografiske kontekst gennem at definere El 
Segundo som en by der prøver at opnå Mayberryprædikat, altså at være et ’trygt’ sted at 
bo, hvor man kender og ligner hinanden.  
En anden diskurs der understøtter konstruktionen af El Segundo som Mayberry er om 
politiets adfærd, som A og D opfatter som ekstremt aggressivt overfor folk som ikke ser ud 
til at høre hjemme i El Segundo: 
D: […] our town, because it strives so much to be a Mayberry-like town, anything that 
does threaten It or push that kind of boundary of thinking (.) the police here are 
extremely, extremely aggressive, and so when they see somebody that doesn’t look 
like they belong to this town, they are gonna question you and they are gonna come up 
to you. (56) 
D og A konstruerer herigennem Mayberry som en kultur der positionerer sig som 
magtfuld og afstandstagende overfor latinos. A og D opfatter politiets aggressive adfærd 
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som illegitim, men på den anden side mener de ikke at de ville føle sig trygge eller kunne 
færdes frit hvis de ikke levede i El Segundo (425). Dette tyder på at A og D konstruerer 
forskellige latinoidentiteter, hvilket jeg vil vende tilbage. 
Den amerikanske drøm 
Diskursen om den amerikanske drøm er et andet aspekt Mayberrykonstruktionen: 
D: […] it’s to me [den amerikanske drøm] almost the epidemic of what’s wrong with 
America to think that somebody would come here and strive for that. (L: when it’s a 
step backwards in fact, in terms of values?) Exactly (A: m hm), it completely (.) It says 
something so much about you as a person and about US as a country, when what you 
are striving for has nothing to do with the person next to you or nothing to do with (A: 
family or anything) values (A: yeah, values) it has everything to do with monetary (.) But 
that’s what happens when you are such a young country who has had the success that 
we’ve had and it has been based exactly on monetary value (L: m hm) and political 
positioning. (663) 
 
D: […] it’s like, in general, the people that are successes are the people are wealthy, 
that were able to build these dynasties of wealth, that even though you looked at them, 
they were just tyrannical, absurdly dominant and arrogant people. The reality says “who 
cares, because they had great wealth and therefore they were great successes”. And 
that’s the question, how (.) It’s so hard to be humble and have that kind of humility to 
say “I’m not about that wealth” (L: m hm) especially in America, I think it even harder in 
America, to not say “money doesn’t matter”.  
A: […] So, when immigrants come to have the American dream, “I wanna have the 
American dream”. (D: what they are actually doing is sacrificing culture) yeah, 
sacrificing culture for money (D: right), which is not  
D: Which is a horrible, horrible thing to do. (A: yeah) (676) 
Den amerikanske drøm beskriver A og D som det at have succes, dvs. at opnå stor 
rigdom, hvilket igen beskrives som en egoistisk kamp, der intet har med næstekærlighed 
eller kulturelle værdier at gøre. Den amerikanske drøm beskrives også som et 
grundlæggende, historisk træk ved USA, som har alvorlige kulturelle omkostninger for de 
mennesker der er kommet til USA for at forfølge den.  
I disse citater beskriver A og D den amerikanske drøm som omdrejningspunkt for 
problemerne ved, og indbegrebet af, hvid amerikansk kultur (eller Mayberrykultur). De 
tager tydeligt afstand fra begrebet igennem den negative konstruktion ligesom de også 
interaktivt posititonerer hinanden side om side i konstruktionen gennem affirmative 
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kommentarer. D personificerer næsten USA og de historiske træk ved den amerikanske 
drøm igennem at beskrive landet som en person der har oplevet for meget succes og 
deraf er blevet egoistisk og grådig, en stereotyp person det er let at tage afstand fra. Den 
amerikanske drøm konstrueres som en hjørnesten i amerikansk kultur, hvorfor den 
kommer til at fremstå som svær at komme udenom og som en form for undskyldning for 
dem der vælger anderledes. De hylder det at være ydmyg og vigtigheden af kulturelle 
værdier og tager afstand fra andre såsom grådighed og egoisme. Denne holdning til 
Mayberrykulturen skal vi se næsten med omvendt fortegn i forbindelse konstruktionen af 
latino kulturen.  
Diskursen bliver, fra et identitetsperspektiv, også anvendt af A og D til at positionere 
dem adskilt fra og ’hævet over’ de individer som vælger den amerikanske drøm ved at 
beskrive den kulturelle omkostning som en forfærdelig ting. A og D anvender indirekte 
konstruktionen om den amerikanske drøm til at understøtte diskursen om Mayberry som 
ikke-kultur; at opnå den amerikanske drøm kræver tilpasning til det hvide amerikanske 
samfund og resulterer i en penge-for-kultur-byttehandel.  
George-Bush-person 
En af de stærke identitetskonstruktioner er George-Bush-personen, der (indirekte) 
beskrives som standard, hvid amerikaner, snæversynet, ensidig, afstandstagende fra og 
frygtsom overfor forandring: 
D: I think she’s [A] right actually, when you say that that open-mindedness is what 
actually separates you from being a Mayberry person or somebody that’s standard 
Americana like when you think of a “George Bush”, you think of people that are very 
afraid of and very protective of their little pocket and their rights and as a result, 
anything that threatens those they see it as threatening. If you have “K-Rights” or 
anything that pushes your standard way of thinking, it becomes something that is 
terrifying and something that you are afraid of and we would, I think we try to make a 
point to say “well, maybe there is something to this” or, you know, and at least hear out 
all the different options and not taken them for right or wrong but as just another option. 
(42) 
D tager afstand fra standard amerikaneren ved refleksivt og interaktivt at positionere A 
og ham selv som mere nuancerede i deres stillingtagen. Man kan endvidere argumentere 
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for at D indirekte tager de svages parti (ved at D indirekte anerkender K-Rights28 som 
dekonstruerende for Mayberrypersonens ’standardtænkning’) i modsætning til 
Mayberrypersonen, som på den måde igen kommer til at fremstå negativt.  
En oplevelse der kan have været med til at forstærke D’s behov for at konstruere 
Gerge-Bush-stereoptypen, kan have været da han arbejdede i Italien:  
D: […] when you think of all the social connotations that are involved in that [at være 
hvid amerikaner], it’s a pretty sad thing. Every time I travel outside of America, 90 
percent of the time I have to apologize before I can start having a conversation with 
somebody, you know. That’s the sad thing. I think, once you become educated to the 
point where you at least have expanded your horizon that there are borders outside 
America, places outside America, you all of a sudden begin to realize the damage your 
country is doing. (268) 
D: When you go to Europe, there are people that already have judged you if they know 
you are an American. (313) 
D oplevede hvordan det kunne blive opfattet som negativt at være hvid amerikaner og 
kan herigennem have oplevet sig positioneret som hvid amerikaner og pro Bush. Han har 
ved at konstruere en George-Bush-person bestående af de negative europæiske 
fordomme kunnet positionere sig som adskilt fra de stereotype opfattelser af den hvide 
amerikaner. Fra et kontekstuelt synspunkt kan D også have valgt denne diskurs på grund 
af det personlige forhold jeg havde til D for på den måde at undgå at jeg, både som ven og 
europæer, skulle positionere ham på lignende måde.  
 
Mayberry som kultur- og identitetskonstruktion skabes altså i forskellige diskurser.  A 
og D anvender samtidig diskurserne til at positionere sig distanceret til disse 
Mayberrykonstruktioner. I næste kapitels skal vi se på Mayberrykonstruktionens 
latinomodstykke piñata. 
Piñata 
Piñata er et udtryk der stammer fra en latinamerikansk tradition og som D anvender til 
at konstruere et latino kultur- og identitetsbegreb: 
                                            
28 K-Rights er en bevægelse der arbejder for børn og familiers rettigheder. 
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D: Piñata is the big, during the fiesta, in Latin cultures they’ll hang a stuffed papier-
mâché, usually it would be like in the shape of a brow or donkey or a sombrero or 
something like that and you’ll take a stick and you blindfold the person and, you know 
usually it’s somebody’s birthday or something, and everybody at the party will have a 
stick and try to hit the piñata and the piñata will be filled with candies and when it finally 
brakes, they go all over the place and everybody scatters to pick up the candy. (224) 
Piñata står for eksempel i modsætning til den amerikanske drøm og italesættes 
nærmest som indbegrebet af socialt samvær og familiekærlighed. A og D konstruerer på 
mange måder piñata af de elementer de savner i deres egen kultur og piñata positioneres 
således som modpol til den negative Mayberrykonstruktion: 
L: Because you need to have some (D: period!) of what ever it is they have, because 
you feel 
D: That’s like all of a sudden “what the Hell is that? That’s culture? That’s what culture 
is? Is going to the video store not culture?” (haha) 
L: So that is how it kind of affects you guys? You see all these Latin people come in 
and you see that they stick together, even they have jobs you guys don’t even want 
and you feel they have some culture that binds them together and in fact it makes you 
feel you want some of what they have? 
A: That was what I felt (D: for sure) I feel I am missing out on stuff, I feel like they lead 
this rich live where they go home to their family and have these huge fiestas, you know, 
like if you’d talk to them “yeah, I had my sisters and my cousins and my brothers” and 
they have these huge families and these huge parties, you know, while they are not 
based around money, these huge parties are based around family and love and fun, 
you know. And that’s, to me, is what it’s all about, you know, the interpersonal 
relationships. (724) 
A og D konstruerer piñata positivt og attråværdigt og samtidig  distancerer D sig til hvid 
amerikansk kultur ved at anvende en ironisk metafor for den som en videokultur (det vil, 
med det personlige kendskab jeg har til D og i min egen opfattelse, kunne tolkes som en 
kultur hvor individet tilgår verden asocialt, indadvendt og ud fra andres fortolkninger af 
den). Ironien D anvender, positionerer ham igen distanceret til den hvide amerikanske 
kultur. 
Latinoidentiteter 
Der konstrueres forskellige identiteter i forlængelse af piñatakonstruktionen. Disse 
anvendes hovedsageligt til at kategorisere de latinos A og D har stiftet bekendtskab med i 
forhold konteksten: 
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D: Ross is a good example or uhm (.) you know. It’s funny because sometimes, until 
you mentioned Ross I didn’t realize he was Latin American. I knew he was from New 
Mexico, and that was all I knew about him. (354) 
 
A: Then you have Ross, one of my good, good friends, and he’s 3rd generation and he 
hangs out with us all the time; you would never, like he was saying, you would never 
even think about him as a Latin American, you don’t hear from him, you (.) don’t hear 
really anything. (.) I’m trying to think of any instance where he has ever talked about 
Latin roots or anything like that. It’s just like he almost prides himself of driving a BMW 
and being a stockbroker – you never really hear anything about his culture.  
L: Why do you think it is like that? 
D: You are either with us or with them (haha), I think, honestly, I think that’s why. If you 
are going to acclimate and become a part of this group, then you have to make those 
strides. (534) 
Det er interessant hvordan det under interviewet går op for A og D at de har en nær 
ven som er latino. Tilsyneladende italesætter Ross ikke sit etniske tilhørsforhold, men A 
fremhæver hvordan hun opfatter at Ross næsten er stolt af at tage del i den amerikanske 
drøm (underforstået at køre BMW og at handle med værdipapirer). Dette mener jeg kan 
skyldes at D kan have positioneret ham; i citatet giver D udtryk for at hvordan det er 
nødvendigt at vælge side.  
A: I had a lot of contact with eh the salad-guys and of course the guys that washed 
dishes and stuff. They spoke very broken English, you know, and I speak very broken 
Spanish so it was always very fun to kind of talk to them and they would make fun of 
my Spanish and say things in Spanish I didn’t understand and giggle, of course, dirty 
stuff, but uhm, that’s all the contact I’ve had. And then through school, generally the 
Hispanic culture (.) in school was always very educated and very, you know, grew up 
here, wasn’t from Mexico, was maybe 2nd generation, 3rd generation. I mean it was 
kind of both spectrums (L: yeah) (339) 
A beskriver et spektrum, hvor til den ene side findes de latinos hun har mødt i 
arbejdssituationer og til den anden side dem som hun har mødt i forbindelse med hendes 
uddannelse. A fremhæver at de uddannede latinos ofte har boet i USA i generationer og 
antyder indirekte at de fralægger sig nogle af deres kulturelle træk, hvorimod de latinos A 
har mødt på arbejdet har flere af deres oprindelige kulturelle træk bevaret. Diskursen om 
Ross understøtter diskursen om den kulturelle omkostning ved at tage del i 
Mayberrykulturen, herunder den amerikanske drøm. Specielt de to sidste latino 
identitetskonstruktioner som A og D skaber hører hver i sær til en bestem situation; én 
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identitet til de latinos som har et manuelt eller serviceorienteret job og én identitet til de 
latinos som uddanner sig. Dette forekommer ikke at være en udpræget nuanceret måde at 
konstruere identitet på og vidner om en relativt stereotyp holdning til latinos.  
Afsluttende bemærkninger 
Mayberrykonstruktionen skabes gennem varierende diskurser om El Segundo, det at 
være standard amerikaner og den amerikanske drøm og jeg mener det er en stærk 
kulturkonstruktion som A og D udvikler i interviewet. Den indeholder, ud over en rig 
kulturbeskrivelsen også et identitetsaspekt, som A og D anvender til at positionere sig 
distanceret til Mayberrykonstruktionen. Piñata positioneres som modpol til Mayberry og 
indeholder mange elementer, som A og D savner i deres kultur. Piñata konstrueres flere 
steder som indbegrebet af hvad kultur er. Diskurserne om de to kulturer positionerer dem 
som adskilte og ikke let forenelige, da de grundlæggende værdier i disse kulturer skabes 
som hinandens modsætninger; på den ene side egoisme og grådighed og på den anden 
side de positive interpersonelle relationer og ydmyghed. Igennem diskurserne om piñata 
positionerer A og D sig langt tættere ved denne kultur og dens værdier, men stadig som 
udenforstående og nysgerrige; de har ikke i høj grad taget denne kultur til sig eller blandet 
sig med latinos, bortset fra i tilfælde hvor de alligevel er tilpasset hvid amerikansk kultur 
eller hvor de sociale relationer har foregået på arbejdet eller under uddannelse.  
Det virker umiddelbart naturligt at A og D beskriver deres egen kultur mere detaljeret 
end latino kulturen, men jeg mener også det kan opfattes som et udtryk for at A og D har 
behov for at positionere sig distanceret og hævet over deres kultur. De sarkastiske 
undertoner, de negative kultur- og identitetskonstruktioner og den positive holdning til 
latinokultur- og identitetskonstruktionerne mener jeg understøtter dette.  
Jeg mener også at der er indikationer på at A og D fraskriver sig at have indflydelse på 
den segregering som foregår i L. A.  i dag. De beskriver dem selv som interesserede og 
åbne overfor latinokulturen, samtidig med at de positionerer sig distanceret fra og hævet 
over den negative, xenofobiske Mayberrykultur, som i deres øjne er med til at skabe 
segregationen. Der er visse undertoner som antyder at det er sværere at omsætte disse 
holdninger til praksis end det er at italesætte dem, idet deres eneste nære latino ven 
nærmest er indbegrebet af hvad den negative kulturelle omkostning løber op i ved at tage 
del i Mayberrykulturen. 
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Grundlæggende forekommer diskurserne solide med mange eksempler og 
konstruktionerne tilgås fra mange vinkler. Det er min overbevisning, speciel hvis man 
studerer interviewet i sin helhed, at der en høj grad af variabilitet i informanternes skabelse 
af de forskellige konstruktioner. Baseret på eksemplernes rigdom og variabilitet og på 
mine egne erfaringer fra L. A.  forekommer de forskellige konstruktioner at have en ganske 
høj grad af viabilitet. Jeg kunne i andre sammenhænge med amerikanere lig 
informanterne forholdsvist let genoptage diskurserne fra interviewet og der oplevede jeg 
flere gange en indforståethed i forhold til de diskurser og konstruktioner vi har set på. Jeg 
mener dermed at konstruktionerne jeg har omtalt er er adækvate i forhold til de 
kontekstuelle forhold i L. A. 
Det skal afslutningsvist nævnes at interviewmaterialets dybde og variabilitet ikke 
kommer til sin fulde ret i dette projekt grundet kravene til projektets sidetal.  
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Bilag 
Transskribering 
Transskriberingen af interviewdata bliver i sammenhæng med det kvalitative interview 
af en hvis betydning, da transskriberingen vil have betydning for hvor mange detaljer fra 
selve interviewsituationen det vil være muligt at læse ud af den transskriberede tekst. 
Transskribering er allerede en form for analyse29, hvorfor det er vigtigt at redegøre for 
hvordan den er udført. Transskriberingen af interviewmaterialet er sket på baggrund af den 
tilpassede metode af Gail Jefferson (Jefferson, 1985) som Wetherell & Potter (1992) 
anvender og har primært drejet sig om at fremstille diskursens indhold og 
meningssammenhæng. Følgende tegnsætning er anvendt: 
(.) markerer pause, ... markerer udeladt materiale, // markerer begyndelse af 
overlappende samtale. Hvor der er lagt tryk på ord er disse understreget, forklaringer er 
sat i klammer [ ], kommentarer er sat i parenteser, f.eks. (mm, aha). Komma, punktum, 
spørgsmålstegn, ect., er sat med henblik på at gøre materialet mere læsbart.
                                            
29  Ochs (1979), citeret i Wetherell & Potter (1992), s. 225. 
 
Interview med A og D 
L: I would like to ask you about (.) do any Latinos live here in your area? 
D: I’m sure they do (.) I don’t know if it’s something that we uhm we go out of out of our 
way to say “oh, look, there’s a Latino over there”, but at the same time uhm it’s just 
something you take for granted, that’s for sure (.) 5 
10 
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L: So, you wont say it’s significant amount.. 
D: It’s not a majority. 
L: It’s not a majority? 
D: No. No way. 
A: No. Even in a very (.) very white bred sort of town and if there are Latinos, generally 
they are very uhm (.) I don’t know, I don’t feel I have a lot of the Latino culture in our area 
of town (ok). You don’t see a lot of culture, you see it’s very Mayberry… to me. 
L: So you are not (.) when you go out the door you are not right away running into any 
Latinos? 
D: Not in this neighborhood. Certainly every time you drive anywhere in L. A. you go 
through pockets that are, but our pocket is not.  
A: El Segundo is very, like I said, Mayberry.  
L: What does Mayberry mean? 
A: Mayberry means uhm it’s very white bred America, you know, apple pie (haha) and big 
sales and farmer markets and (L: yeah) (.) It’s kind of not a whole lot of culture (L: ok). 
Yeah, do you know Mayberry? (L: no, I don’t know it.) It’s uhm the Andy Griffith Show, it’s 
was a uhm like sitcom and uhm 50’s or 60’s? (D: 50’s) and they lived in this very small 
town and you know, everyone knew each other and aunt Bee made apple pie and 
everything was very wholesome and never any problems or crime or anything like that and 
that’s the way El Segundo kind of strives to be. 
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L: How do you think about yourself? Do you think of yourself as part of that Mayberry 
perception of being American? 
D: God, I hope not (haha) (A: no! haha). And if we are, then main stream America is afraid. 
But I don’t think we think of ourselves at all that way, but (.)  
30 A: I don’t think anyone thinks of themselves that way. I don’t think anyone says “I’m white 
bred American, I’m apple pie” and you know. People don’t wanna perceive themselves as 
 
(.) somebody that doesn’t have a lot of dimension to themselves, so the people that think 
that they are maybe perceived as Mayberry, probably don’t think that they are Mayberry.  
L: How do you think that you distinguish yourself from that from that Mayberry description 
of being American? 35 
40 
A: How do I distinguish myself? 
L: I mean, how do you feel different from that description? 
A: I feel like it’s very black or white, it’s very, you know, this is right, this is wrong, this is 
what I do on Tuesday, this is what you should be doing on Thursday, you should be at 
home at bed at ten o’clock, and I don’t see myself as that sort of person, I feel like I’m 
open to new experiences and other cultures and things like that, but I’m pretty sure that if 
you’d ask anybody that,  they would say the same thing (L: yeah). 
D: I think she’s right actually, when you say that that open-mindedness is what actually 
separates you from being a Mayberry person or somebody that’s standard Americana like 
when you think of a “George Bush”, you think of people that are very afraid of and very 
protective of their little pocket and their rights and as a result, anything that threatens those 
they see it 
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as threatening. If you have “K-Rights” or anything that pushes your standard 
way of thinking, it becomes something that is terrifying and something that you are afraid 
of and we would, I think we try to make a point to say “well, maybe there is something to 
this” or, you know, and at least hear out all the different options and not taken them for 
right or wrong but as just another option.  
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L: uhm so this, just to get back to what we talked about before … so you say that there are 
not many Latinos living here, so do you experience any problems with those Latinos living 
here, like, if any? 
A: Not in our area of town, our area of town is very (.) pretty (.) nothing has happened so 
far since we’ve lived here.  
D: They’d probably get ran out of town before they have the opportunity (haha). No, sadly, 
I mean, that’s the thing, I mean, our town, because it strives so much to be a Mayberry-like 
town, anything that does threaten it or push that kind of boundary of thinking (.) the police 
here are extremely, extremely aggressive, and so when they see somebody that doesn’t 
look like they belong to this town, they are gonna question you and they are gonna come 
up to you. 
 
A: It would be interesting to see how many Latinos actually live in our little area, as I doubt 
it’s very many.  
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L: … so how long time did you live here, anyway? 
D: We lived in El Segundo for three month (L: ok), but our first impression has been that, 
for sure (L: ok).  
L: So do you have any idea of how it has been here before you got here (A: right). Has the 
nature of the neighborhood changed?  
D: It’s definitely a neighborhood that’s completely being revitalized. It once used to be an 
air force base, it started of, you know, El Segundo was a huge oil reserve uhm so they 
have, you know, Chevron gas is right over here, a mayor oil refinery, and they have a fairly 
long history in California but at the same time it was a town that because of these oil 
refineries, and now we have the sewage plant near by, it also has the industrial … to it, so 
as a result, there probably were at some point a number of um Latinos or Mexican people 
here working just because of the workforce that was needed to, to, to do all the work that 
was involved, but at the same time this town, the town of El Segundo, has never been a (.) 
the type of town that it’s trying to be now, this Mayberry image, and it’s really, it’s an 
imported image that they are saying “ok, let’s turn this into something” because they know 
they need to if they want to be a thriving community along the beach and in fact property 
value has sky-rocketed in the past several years because of this imported image of white 
America. 
L: So, you say it probably has changed over the years? 
D: For sure. I mean, if you go to down town El Segundo, it’s without a doubt a transplanted 
town, a town that was put in here, and they are trying very hard to maintain that image. 
L: Without getting deeply into politics, I just want to ask you about one issue I know that is 
up right now. I think that illegal immigrants gained the right to obtain an American driver’s 
license, even if they are here illegal; isn’t that right?  
A: m hm. I heard that was up for being passed and I heard there was a lot of drama about 
it. You know, I think it’s gonna happen whether we like it or not, whether people agree with 
it or not – I think it’s a lot better to give them an actual driver’s license and test them than 
have them wheeling around town without a driver’s license, because people are gonna 
drive no matter what, you know. 
L: You say they are driving anyway? 
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A: Oh, I’m sure! I mean, where I’m from there were a lot of people that drove without a 
driver’s license, without insurance – at least you can somewhat monitor it. It’s my take on 
it. But I don’t think (.) another thing is, like, English is a second language in school, you 
know,  there was a lot of drama about whether or not, you know, immigrants coming to the 
United States should they be forced to learn English or should we cater to them a little bit 
and say, you know, we’ll teach Spanish classes in Spanish and hopefully they will pick up 
English and we’ll teach them English, but a lot of people were saying “no, we should have 
classes only in English. If they are going to be in the United States they are going to speak 
only English”, which I think is ridiculous ‘cause there are pockets all over the United 
States, you know, America prides it selves of being this melting pot of different cultures 
and things like that, but to dictate “oh, we’re only gonna speak English” seems a little bit, 
you know, hypocritical.  
L: So do you think this diversity or these pockets of culture should stay as they are without 
being forced to learn English or, you know, turn into this concept of American culture we 
just talked about? 
A: I don’t think it should be enforced, I think that people (.) generally, if you move to 
another country you are gonna want to see what the other cultures are. I don’t think that 
anyone has lived here and not had some sort of contact with Latino culture or African 
American culture, you know, I don’t think you can just stay in your own little pocket , so I 
don’t think it should be enforced. Generally, just by living life you are gonna learn a little bit 
by other cultures. 
L: If I tell you that today researchers in this area they talk about the resegregation of 
different cultures in L. A., that black people, Hispanic people, white people they today are 
less exposed to each other, that they gather more and more in special areas, that it’s 
going in that direction, that it’s going in the direction that they would only stay within their 
own culture (A: really?) That’s what’s happening, that’s what’s the tendency is today 
because today the Latin American group is growing so much and it’s so big that a lot of 
them they stay within this area and they wont probably have any contact with other 
ethnicities and on the other hand the white people are moving out of the areas they 
traditionally lived in, to the rich areas, the wealthy areas, the more expensive areas where 
no, yeah, maybe Latinos works there. 
 
A: That’s really interesting, because uhm where I’m from, I’m from Tucson originally, and 
in Nogales and in eh there’s another part of Tucson called South Tucson, which is, I would 
say, high 90’ies percent Latino community and I grew up in Tucson for 18 years, from birth 
until I was 18, and there were very few times I would go to the city South Tucson. My mom 
would drive us down there, we would go to Mexican food restaurants and eat and we 
would go down and buy tamarlies and go and buy tortillas and stuff like that, but we never, 
you know, really went down there and walked around or strolled around streets or anything 
like that, and people would always say “you don’t go to South Tucson, your gonna get shot 
if you go to the city of South Tucson” and I guarantee it’s not all bad, but that’s just the kind 
of fear that people have. 
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L: Is that the same in Los Angeles, that people they say don’t go to this Latin American 
area? 
A: Exactly. I feel like that. Yeah, East L. A., “you don’t go there”, “you’re gonna get shot if 
you go there”, “you don’t look at people when you drive through there”, you know, how are 
people supposed to come into contact with each other and learn about each others culture 
if that’s the sort of fear that’s breathing (L: yeah). 
D: It’s funny though, ‘cause if you think of eh at one point you are really trying to (.) that 
cultural element is what you love so much about Latin people, you know, if you go to 
Mexico and you see this incredible abundance of culture, it’s so amazingly wonderful, and 
then you come to America and you say, you know we were just talking about that 
Mayberry culture, and you think of that culture and you think of apple pie or something like 
that. Well, that almost constitutes white people being in their little white area, so they can 
be “apple pie” and Latin people being in their little Latin area so they can be “piñatas” and 
whatever, you know. So, it’s not that surprising that when the cultures, not only do they 
have strength in numbers as a minority, and that white people have strength in their 
majority so that 
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they clone together – so it’s a pretty obvious trend. To me, even if it’s a 
trend it’s becoming more and more so it seems to me that that’s a fairly rational, logical 
way for people to think, it’s just an unfortunate way that we think. ... I think it’s more about 
people will put tags on certain lines that say “to me it’s the concept of illegal immigrants”, 
“it’s such a negative concept or”, you know, everything is about this kind of entrenchment 
era. We’re talking about driver’s licenses and whether they should or shouldn’t have 
driver’s licenses or whether English should be taught as a second language or, you know, 
155 
 
all these different questions. And it’s really a question of at what point does contact 
become ok and not ok between the two groups and is it ever possible to jell the two (L: m 
hm). (A: When would it not be ok?) I’m not saying it ever isn’t //, I’m saying the question is 
that’s the  
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A: // You are just saying when it’s ok and when it’s not ok. 
D: I don’t think it isn’t ever ok, I think they always should be jelled, but the question is or 
the problem is that I think ... everything is always from a standpoint of somebody from a 
higher ground or somebody from a position (.) the only reason somebody are given a 
driver’s license is because they are protecting their own ass when they are doing it. They 
are not doing it for the betterment of the illegal immigrant. They are doing it because “if I 
would ever get into an accident whit any of these people I’m screwed, so I need to make 
sure that they have a driver’s license, so the government can track them down and find 
them when it happens”. It’s not because they give a damn about who the illegal immigrant 
is that hits them . Where A is from and where I lived the passed five years, Arizona has the 
highest non-insured motorists in the United States, and in fact I // was involved 
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A: // a lot of people drives without a driver’s license. 
D: Yeah, and I was involved in a hit and run and it’s like guaranteed it increases your 
insurance in Arizona because of the amount of illegal uhm although California is the same 
thing, it has actually, I think, the highest auto insurance in the United States, but the 
people that are covering their ass are the people that have the money to make sure that 
this doesn’t happen to them, which I understand, that is what insurance is – I mean 
intrinsically it’s about covering your ass. But it’s always from a statement; every time it’s an 
issue of overlap, it’s always someone from a higher position making a … statement saying 
“let’s make it better because I need to cover my ass” or “should English be taught as a 
second language?” or “do we need to teach these kids”, you know, “do they need 
English?”, “well, they should be learning English as a primary language because its my 
country”, you know, and “we own this country, therefore you need to speak it first”. 
185 L: So, do you think this “being in a higher position” is the general for Anglo Americans or 
white Americans when they hear about Latinos or other minorities? 
D: Yeah, it’s just a point of incredible hypocrisy of Americans to think that “I’m white and 
therefore I’m American”. It’s an unbelievable thought process (A: yeah) that goes on and to 
me that’s just baffles me (A: I’m American, you are not because you are) you are Latin 
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American (A: right) when in fact the whole reason we are Americans is that whole principle 
of “you are Latin, you are African American, you are a white guy from Germany or from 
wherever” (L: the diversity) yeah, is that whole diversity and that’s the thing that makes (.) 
there should never be this position of uh “I’m in this higher position and I’m gonna grant 
you this right because (A: right) I need it for me” (L: m hm). And America has always done 
that. It’s the same thing England did long ago, and it’s just this constant power play that 
people play once they’re in a position (L: yeah) just start picking and pouring pieces, when 
in fact, you know (.), it’s a terrible ground. It’s really an uncomfortable ground if you are a 
white person and gets that and sees it ‘cause you all the sudden realize how terrible of a 
way that we’re deemed of the rest of the world and the pattern that’s constantly happening 
over and over, and to see George Bush get elected in a similar pattern as you see all 
these voters that come out and droves to say “God, we’re gonna keep what’s ours” (L: 
yeah). Hell, what is ours?  
L: Yeah. So do you sometimes feel trapped in that, that because Latinos they maybe 
sometimes look at white people and say “ok, all white people they are just assholes 
covering up themselves”, I mean you are not of that opinion, so sometimes you get 
assigned ideas or concepts to you, you don’t share? 
A: Actually the same way white people do it and say “oh, well, they are dirty Mexicans and 
they are blablabla”. I’ve been called a veda so many times, you know like a “white girl” ... 
so you know it just goes back and forward and until there is an understanding, you know, 
and who knows if that will ever happen and that’s the way it’s gonna be and people fear 
what they don’t know, and they fear the culture that they don’t know . So, it’s hard to say. I 
feel like as a white American coming from different cultures, like I’m German, Scottish, 
Irish, Swedish, English, you know, I don’t really have a culture; I don’t feel like I have a 
distinct culture that makes me who I am, you know, like Latinos have all this vibrant culture 
and I feel like they have so much and then African American culture, they have so much, 
and you can say that about so many different cultures but I feel like, you know (.) (D: 
what’s an American?) yeah, what am I (haha) So from an identity standpoint, they may 
struggle with identity, you know.  
215 
D: The sad thing is they are doing an incredible amount of stereotyping of, you know, what 
is a Mexican, what is an American or (.) I think. When we do bring in Latin culture, we 220 
 
bring in the piñatas, the tacos, you know, but we go deep into Mexico. You may see that 
crap but you see it on such a different level 
A: Piñata? (haha) I’ve only seen a couple of piñatas.  
L: What is a piñata? 
D: Piñata is the big, during the fiesta, in Latin cultures they’ll hang a stuffed papier-mâché, 
usually it would be like in the shape of a brow or donkey or a sombrero or something like 
that and you’ll take a stick and you blindfold the person and, you know usually it’s 
somebody’s birthday or something, and everybody at the party will have a stick and try to 
hit the piñata and the piñata will be filled with candies and when it finally brakes, they go all 
over the place and everybody scatters to pick up the candy. And it’s  like the fun thing to 
do, you know, when you think of (.) like Cinco de Mayo is a great example of the 
Americans importing a holiday when in fact Cinco de Mayo doesn’t even exist in Mexico. 
But it’s (.) every 5
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th of May we celebrate Cinco de Mayo, which (A: What is Cinco de 
Mayo?) It’s a holiday that was completely manufactured in America and yet we celebrate 
Latin, Mexican culture. (A: It’s the Liberation Day?) There was no Liberation Day. Nothing 
happened.  
A: You know, the only thing I know about Cinco de Mayo is everyone goes out to bars and 
drinks all day long. Like, that’s (.) Cinco de Mayo every Mexican bar is “wohoo, happy 
Cinco de Mayo”, you know, and, so it’s just becoming this excuse to drink – I know there’s 
gotta be something somewhere. You think it’s just completely fabricated?  240 
D: All I know is when I was in Mexico traveling around // I was asked by several well 
educated Mexican people “and what is this Cinco de Mayo thing that you celebrate?” 
(haha)  
A: // Happy Cinco de Mayo! and he [D] was like “what are they talking about?” 
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D: ... That’s a Hell of a question! It’s just funny that we do do that. 
L: I just wanna go back to something you talked about and that was the identity-question. 
When you go somewhere and you experienced some Latinos called you (.) veda ... you’ll 
say I’m not, because I feel ok about Mexican people. But you can say it could end up as a 
vicious circle, because if they do that enough times then you’ll feel they misunderstand 
what you stand for and you’ll feel angry about them and think that’s stupid (A: m hm), 
that’s ignorant. So how does this affect you? 
 
A: It has an effect to me, I mean, I have been in two fist fights in my life and both of them 
were with hardcore Latino girls that were very, you know, “veda, blablabla”. But to this day 
I don’t feel ill will or something. I feel ill will towards those girls, I don’t like those two girls, 
but (.) it (.) doesn’t (.) mean that all Latino girls are bad, so, I’m sure they think the same 
thing, you know, about my culture (L: m hm), if you can call it that – I just don’t fell like I 
have a culture.  
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L: But what about this discussion about the different cultures – it maybe makes you think 
about “ok, what am I and what are they?” (A: yeah) so those experiences kind of helps you 
to draw a line, because at least you can say ... you probably wont think of yourself as a 
Latino or Hispanic, right, but as something else. So there are something that distinguishes 
you// 
A: // It’s hard to describe myself – I don’ know what to describe myself as, you know. 
People may say I’m a Latin American, I’m this and that, you know, I’m an African American 
– what am I supposed to (.) “I’m a white American”? (haha) (L: yeah) “I’m an Anglo 
American”?, you know, I don’t know what to say, you know, and I think that breeds 
because we are in a majority ... “I’m an American” and that’s why people thinks that? I 
don’t know.  
L: But the main reason you don’t want to describe yourself as white American is because it 
has some certain connotations you don’t want to (D: negative connotations) 
A: Oh yeah! Absolutely!  
D: That’s also because we’re in the position we are into ... that’s coming from the 
standpoint of white people saying “oh, we’re in a bad position” and that’s also a popular 
opinion right now; if you are white to say “oh, yeah, we’re [giver udtryk for 
selvmedlidenhed]”. It’s terrible to say that we are white Americans, when in reality we 
know we are 
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extremely fortunate to be part of that group, to be a part of a group that so 
many doors have been opened for us and will, for our lifetime, most likely remain open and 
the opportunities we have had growing up in the situation that has been presented by us 
through our government, through all of the things as the majority group, we are extremely 
lucky to be white Americans and at the same time, when you think of all the social 
connotations that are involved in that, it’s a pretty sad thing. Every time I travel outside of 
America, 90 percent of the time I have to apologize before I can start having a 
conversation with somebody, you know. 
280 
That’s the sad thing. I think, once you become 
 
educated to the point where you at least have expanded your horizon that there are 
borders outside America, places outside America, you all of a sudden begin to realize the 
damage your country is doing. 
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L: But is that at the same time saying that if a Latino or Hispanic, if he travels abroad you 
think he will be perceived of differently, that he will not be held responsible for what the 
white American is voting for (D: Latin American, is that what you are saying?) black or 
Asian American. 
D: For sure. For sure. I think the minority group, an minority American has an advantage. 
I’d speculate this to be (.), I don’t know if this is always true, I think a recognizable minority, 
by that I mean an African American because of the color of their skin or a Japanese 
American – that would be considered outside of America. You might think that they are 
American, but you might not know that they are American and you certainly would think 
that they are not the ones that are responsible. You would think the Anglos are the ones 
responsible, for sure, for the American, because, primarily, all of our politicians throughout, 
for the most part and certainly our presidents, (.) now we have Collin Powell, who’s the 
one saving, you know, (L: yeah) who you might just as well call him a figure head because 
even he ended up being a pond for Bush, although he did as well as he could have done, 
he’s now stepped down and resigned because of a lot of the influence of G-dobb (L: what 
was that?) G-dobb, G. W. Bush (haha) 
A: I don’t think (.) Why is it something that you can make that? You can say “oh, it’s easier 
for minority Americans to travel and not be prejudiced”, you know. (L: What did you say?) I 
don’t think you can make that generalization, I don’t think you can say it’s easier for them 
to go some place and not have to apologize for what who they are. Is that what you were 
saying?  
D: I’m not saying that it’s ... I’m not trying to speak for them by any means, so, if that is an 
assumption, it’s an assumption that I’m making and it is just an assumption, it’s a notion 
that I would speculate to be, probably, true, but at the same time I don’t know, but I can 
only imagine that if an African American travels outside the United States, your first, I 
would think, your first perception as a foreign person of that person would not be “he’s the 
one responsible” if you had already a hatred of Americans (A: of Americans?) For sure! 
When you go to Europe, there are people that already have judged you if they know you 
are an American, which we do tend to stand out when we go to another place. 315 
 
A: What do you think about that? Do you think that Americans are judged instantly? Do 
you have a preconceived notion of what Americans are? 
L: (.) That’s difficult to answer (.) 
D: You are super well traveled and have been (.) That’s part of the other problem too. I 
mean, to make that assumption, is also basing (.) I’m basing that on a majority, whereas 
reality say’s there are many great people that before they even begin to make a judgment, 
they are at least open to the idea, and I’d hope that that was the bigger picture, but the 
reality says the majority of the time white Americans goes across in to Europe, they are 
perceived and meet with a certain amount of, at least barrier, that say’s “you need to prove 
something to me first before I begin to have a conversation with an American, arrogant 
American” (haha) 
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L: That’s kind of the idea I have about that – that that probably would be what the general 
European, young, educated European would think. I mean, but that’s another project work 
(haha) Those are some interesting points. Where do you generally meet Latinos, if you 
meet them at all? 
A: For me, the most contact I have had is through school and through going out, you know 
to bars and clubs and stuff like that, but generally my work place environments have 
always been (.) I’ve worked in restaurants, and I’ve worked retail, now I’m an accountant 
for a studio, and there have always been very few minorities. It’s very interesting and other 
than, the stereotypical (.) at my restaurant, the dishwashers were Hispanic and the guy 
that made salad was Hispanic, but we didn’t have one Hispanic buzzer, one Hispanic 
waiter, one Hispanic (.) you know. I think we had a hostess once, but it’s generally very 
stereotypically in the places that I’ve worked.  
L: What kind of contact did you have with these people there? 
A: I had a lot of contact with eh the salad-guys and of course the guys that washed dishes 
and stuff. They spoke very broken English, you know, and I speak very broken Spanish so 
it was always very fun to kind of talk to them and they would make fun of my Spanish and 
say things in Spanish I didn’t understand and giggle, of course, dirty stuff, but uhm, that’s 
all the contact I’ve had. And then through school, generally the Hispanic culture (.) in 
school was always very educated and very, you know, grew up here, wasn’t from Mexico, 
was maybe 2
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nd generation, 3rd generation. I mean it was kind of both spectrums (L: yeah) 
 
D: Uhm, for me, I think school, work for sure, uhm (.) I played professional baseball, so 
when I played baseball, I had exposure to people from the Dominican Republic, 
Venezuela, Colombia, eh Mexico, Puerto Rico – everywhere in terms of the immediate ... 
places that were kind of influxing in the United States. But beyond that, living in Phoenix 
the past five years, it’s inevitable that you are going to come in contact (.) contact, like (.) 
(haha) 
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A: Contact like “hi, you owe me 400 dollars”, you know, it’s contact like that. It’s not contact 
where you are actually interacting with them. 
D: Yeeaah, I mean, we had friends, though, that were Latin Americans. Ross is a good 
example or uhm (.) you know. It’s funny because sometimes, until you mentioned Ross I 
didn’t realize he was Latin American. I knew he was from New Mexico, and that was all I 
knew about him. 
A: If you talk to his parents, he’s 3rd generation, if you talk to his parents (.) (D: Lindsey?) 
Lindsey? No, Lindsey is, well partial, but she really doesn’t claim Hispanic roots at all (D: 
yeah).  
D: So the question is basically how do you get to know Latin American people? 
L: No. What would you say about the situations where you have been in contact with Latin 
Americans. What you feel, is there anything special in that situation where you think “ok, 
that makes them Latin American”. Well, you now say kind of there was not, because you 
didn’t even think of your friend as a Latin American (A: right). 
D: Although I’ll say, that in my baseball experience – that was a pretty good ... way of 
generalizing American culture and the ways that minority groups ... In baseball Latin 
cultures are no way minority – they are maybe, but I’ll say it’s a very close minority and it’s 
interesting now that they are exceptional athletes. They clearly put a strangle hold on 
baseball to be a sport that they excel in and at the same time, when it comes to hanging 
out, I was friendly with a lot of Latin players, a lot of the guys very good friends with, I 
roommated with one of them and at the same time, they always partied with their group. 
We occasionally would share beers and do shots of tequila or something like that on the 
side, but that would be uhm exceptions to the rule. Partly because of a language barrier for 
at lot of them when they first came over they didn’t speak any English at all so ... they 
would instantly be part of a club where they could communicate with their friends who then 
could help through the English they spoke, communicate to everyone else. There were 
 
always that kind of delay in communication but at the same time it was also – the things 
they like growing up where they grew up, they like, and the things you like (.) But that’s ok 
as long as you understand that (.) you love that, so  “great, that’s great, I think that’s fine, 
you can keep on doing that, but I like to do this”.  
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A: ... you have like, I may like to shop and I have friends that are, goth-friends that like to 
sit around and smoke cigarettes and discuss philosophy. You know, you can get that in 
any sort of race. 
D: It was just interesting because we were in such a close proximity, I mean, we traveled 
on a bus (A: oh yeah) for 14 hours at a time, we were in the clubhouse, we shared shower 
together, for Christ sake (haha) but at the same time those groups still existed and were 
strong, knit groups, you know, where Latinos definitely hung out with the Latinos, and the 
Americans hung out with the (.) I can’t even say the Americans, the white people hung out 
with the white people, the African Americans hung out with the African Americans. 
L: But you say that was mostly because of language barriers and not because people they 
didn’t want to blend? 
D: No, I say it was partly because of that, not mostly, but the fact is African Americans 
hung out with African Americans for the most part. I had (.) 395 
A: Well, your good friend Cayo is from Italy and spoke a very little English and you became 
friend with him, so you can’t really (.) I mean, partially because of the language barrier. 
D: That was for sure an exception.  
A: Yeah, but I was just going back to what you were saying about the language barrier, so 
you can say it’s partially because of the language barrier but then it goes back to, it has to 
go back to “you like what you like”, “this is what 
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they grew up with”, “this is what they like”. 
D: Even then, it’s also the bigger question of “Uh, that’s different. I’m staying over here”, 
you know, which is really what racism and all those, the bigger uhm kind of sad 
stereotypes kind of are focused around, right, that whole fear factor (A: oh yeah) as a 
result. Especially in baseball when you are trying so hard on compete for something – you 
are friendly with everyone but you are at a competitive level where you are saying “listen, 
you are my friend, but if you don’t make it and  I make it, you know, tough marbles, deal 
with it”. So, it’s a weird environment. Your are getting to be good friends with people, but 
it’s a quick friendship, so at the same time you are not gonna go way out of your way 
unless that is what you see as the bigger picture. In my case, I saw the friendships as 
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being the bigger picture than actually making it, but at the same time (hehe) that’s not 
really the way that environment (.), that environment doesn’t encourage that. 
L: But it goes of course for both the Latinos you played baseball with and the white people 
you played baseball with, so did you experience that you gained stronger bonds with the 
white teammates?  415 
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D: Yeah. It was just easier and because it was just easier (A: m hm), therefore you are 
gonna do that because // it’s a short experience, listen “you like what I like, I like what you 
like, let’s just be friends”.  
A: // But I’m sure they will say the same thing 
D: “He’s doing something different, let him do his thing” and as a result, as soon as you 
hop into one of those, you are riding that train and that gravy train is going in one direction, 
the other one is going in another direction and that line of separation gets greater and 
greater between the two. 
A: Maybe you can expand that into cities as a whole. Maybe that’s just why people do that 
– they know what they know, we know what we know and it’s more comfortable to stay in 
the areas like Watts and East L. A. where you know your culture and feel safe, and that’s 
why, probably, people they ‘Mayberry’, you know. Because they feel safe here. Even I said 
today “I feel safe”, you know, and he said “I wouldn’t feel safe with you in this 
neighborhood if” or “if we didn’t live in this neighborhood you couldn’t ride your bike 
around”, but here I like feel I can ride my bike down the street. (.) I mean, maybe 
somebody of a different culture (.) like how many (.) have you seen one African American 
person since we’ve been here? One that lives in El Segundo? 
D: No, I guess not. I think you can bring African Americans into it, but I think the funny 
thing about the Latin American case is, in terms of the workforce (.) as an illegal 
immigrant, they were brought up here as a workforce (.) that’s why we brought them up 
here, and I say “we” as this what-ever, but the intention behind the illegal immigrant, the 
whole reason they are able to come over here is because there is a job available for them, 
not all of them and it hasn’t worked out that perfect, but at the same time they wouldn’t be 
coming if they didn’t know there was a good hope of finding a job. If it was just as bad here 
as it was there, they wouldn’t be in the United States. The bigger question is when these 
people do come and they are all the sudden working in these neighborhoods, they 
definitely work in El Segundo, there’s no doubt in my mind, you know, whether It’d be a 
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cleaning service, whether it be whatever it is they are doing, they are here. It’s just a 
question of why do they go from here back to where ever they go, you know, going to their 
neighborhood is because they have to live in that area?, because they are not even 445 
allowed to live here?, because they cannot afford to live here? Why does that separation 
happen? Whereas for an African American, I don’t think there is that “I’m coming here, I’m 
not gonna go work on a farm someplace” – that hasn’t been their traditional role, to go and 
work on a farm but to go work, well, // besides the south.  
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A: // come on, look at The Roots, yeah. 
That’s different. That’s slavery. In terms of the farms of America, the majority of the farms 
of America, especially if you look at the Mid-West and you look at the West, almost 90 
percent is Latin American, for sure, not even a question. (A: do you know that for sure or 
are you just saying that from you contact?) No, definitely, that’s not even a question.  
A: I mean, yes, in Arizona that’s the case absolutely.  
D: It’s not a question. California for certain, Arizona for certain, New Mexico for certain, // 
Texas for certain 
A: // That’s all the South West!  
D: You say you are gonna go further north? Well, I’m from Oregon and I can promise you, 
// there is only 
A: // What about the Mid-West where // there are huge farm lands? 
D: // The population of Oregon of African Americans is almost non-existing 
A: I’m saying that there’s a huge workforce but I’m saying that you can’t make a 
generalization that there are like over 90 percent // , like in Kansas 
D: In the Mid-West. Kansas is the same thing, ask (hehe) my dad, your mom is from 
Kansas, ask them who the majority of workers were that were working the actual farms. 
Although it’s funny, because the further you go back, the more it was just families that 
were trying to work the // farms, there were fewer immigrants 
A: That’s where my moms farm and my family  
D: And now because of these major plots, farms are organized so differently than what 
they were before; you have these huge palatial estates (.) small farms almost doesn’t exist 
anymore. And, so you have to have these major groups of people to actually work the 
farm, because it’s so much larger a farm, and that’s farm is a (.) what’s a huge farming 
company? I can’t think of one on top of my head, but you know what I mean, it’s like (.) I 
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just think the question to me is it’s interesting how we perceive these (.) I don’t think 
there’s any question in (.) This is based in, somewhat in racism, and it’s (.) I think people 
perceive, and maybe it’s just me who perceives it this way, but (.) Latin Americans come 
here, in general, to work as a (.) to come get a job, to either help their family eh that’s 
struggling in Mexico (A: m hm) or to come here to for a better life, hoping that their family 
then can become educated because // of the ... situation  
A: // Why else would they come here and leave everything that they know?  
D: All I’m saying, is that’s the general idea. When you think of an African American or you 
think of black people in general, there isn’t that type of (.) well, they are here to work or for 
this or that. We think of them as (.) 
L: They are the “old” immigrants, right? I mean, they have been here for much // longer  
D: Much longer, yeah, but A was bringing up slavery a minute ago (A: I wasn’t) She wasn’t 
bringing it up, but she was saying “what about” (.) 
A: Well, you were saying “they don’t have roots in farming”, and I was like “oh, what are 
you talking about?” (haha) That’s all I was saying. 
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D: And I was saying, for certain, the West.  
A: So you’re saying that (.) using that like as you were saying that Hispanics are coming 
here to farm? Like that’s what they want to do? They are just coming here // to work  
D: // I’m not saying they came here wanting // to farm  
A: // People just work in what ever area they can get jobs and make money and support 
their families. And that’s why they are working farms. I don’t think it’s necessarily because 
that’s exactly what they want to do, but that’s were (D: sure) they can be undocumented // 
D: So they want jobs, right? I’m just saying it’s a fact that farming has been a major part 
(A: right) of one of the needs they feel, right? But also (.) for example your contact with 
Mexicans have been in the restaurant industry where there were buzzers, where there 
were uhm a number of (A: That’s what they can get) George Bush coins it as medial jobs 
or jobs that no one else wants and the illegal immigrants can therefore have and that we 
shouldn’t be threatened as Americans, I think is the actual coinage of it. My feelings on 
that is, that it’s weird that that has kind of been positioned toward the Latin American. To 
me that’s the kind of position (.) what an illegal immigrant embodies is this kind of “you get 
the job nobody else wants”. 
 
A: Well, that’s been my only contact with illegal immigrants, I don’t know any other illegal 
immigrants. It’s the only, you know, people from Mexico, that’s the only thing I know, so, 
that’s what I see, that’s what I, you know (.) I see the guys at Home Depo that are waiting 
to like be picked up and taken, you know, so they do some work under the table, you 
know. 510 
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D: When those people are waiting at Home Depo in Culver City, where do they go? Where 
do they come from to get to Home Depo?  
L: What is Home Depo? 
D: Home Depo is like a, it’s a building (.), it’s a major building warehouse basically. It has 
building supplies, gardening supplies (L: oh) but it sell anything from woods to tools to 
what-ever. It’s kind of like the Wal-Mart, but in construction (L: ok). And what now is 
happening is a lot of workers, illegal immigrants will actually, which would be a good 
interview for you to actually go down there, it would be awesome, it would be a great 
experience, because there is a network (A: sure) there’s a network now, where these 
people would go wait out front, there was the same thing in Phoenix, so we are familiar 
with it for sure, uhm, and in fact my friend and I have hired them before, and they are just 
people that wait outside (.) almost always, although once we went to U-Haul where there is 
a similar system going on where there was like one white guy amongst four or five other 
Latin guys, and I thought it was so funny there was a white guy out there (haha) but there’s 
this system where they wait outside and if people need they come and say “hey man, (A: 
cheap labor) I’ve got a job for you”. (L: yeah) It’s cheap labor, pick up a job. So I’m curious 
as to where these people come from to get there (A: they take buses in where ever they 
are living) Exactly, and why do they have to (.) and that was the question I was saying 
about El Segundo, you know. Clearly they come here, but you only see them as, you 
know, kind of always in the background, and it’s kind of like the less you see them, the 
more you are able to appreciate your Mayberry (haha). 
A: That’s interesting, what you are going back to saying (.) you know, I hung out with the 
dishwashers at work, but I never really hung out with them, hung out with them; I don’t go 
out with them or anything, but I’d just sit talking to them at work and they’re always saying 
“viva Mexico” and playing their bonda music. Then you have Ross, one of my good, good 
friends, and he’s 3rd generation and he hangs out with us all the time; you would never, 
like he was saying, you would never even think about him as a Latin American, you don’t 
 
hear from him, you (.) don’t hear really anything. (.) I’m trying to think of any instance 
where he has ever talked about Latin roots or anything like that. It’s just like he almost 
prides himself of driving a BMW and being a stockbroker – you never really hear anything 
about his culture.  
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L: Why do you think it is like that? 
D: You are either with us or with them (ha), I think, honestly, I think that’s why. If you are 
going to acclimate and become a part of this group, then you have to make those strides. 
The sad thing is, you know, for someone like A and myself (.) Somebody that is like “I 
need a BMW” or “I wanna do this or this” is like oh man, you missed the whole bough. But 
at the same time, I can’t even begin to imagine how hard it would be to break that barrier 
in the first place to part of that group.  
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A: Oh yeah, I never thought about it. I just thought it was so lame that he took success as 
driving a BMW, like “oh, I have a BMW”, you know, and I’ve always thought it was so lame 
that he was obsessed with that, but then (.) I don’t even know where he’s coming from, 
and maybe he is coming from this area where it’s like “I’ve strove so long to be successful 
and I’ve worked so hard and this is what I take as finally making it” 
L: Maybe he is trying to make the American dream, he is trying to become an American (A: 
could be), he is trying to do what he think it is to be an American.  
A: This stereotypical American // , driving a German car (haha) 
D: // which he is not far off, that’s where he is going for sadly.  
A: Driving a German car is the American dream; how funny is that (haha) 
L: One of the last things I would like to talk to you about, and that is maybe one of the most 
difficult things to talk about ... When you touched upon that subject a bit earlier that was 
about how you position yourself to another culture as a white American, how do you feel? I 
mean, in many aspects you have success, I mean you have jobs, you are educated, you 
live in a nice house and all those things, so you are kind of successful Americans, what 
ever that is, but a lot of Mexicans they struggle to get a job and stuff like that, so where do 
you see yourself in relation to that group, to those Latinos? 
A: I think I’m lucky that I grow up as a white American that essentially had it easy. I have 
never been looked at like “oh, you are gonna steel something from this store, aren’t you?” 
or, you know, I’ve never been stopped by a cop because I may look suspicious, I mean, 
that would never happen to me, so I’ve never had to deal with anything like that. So, in 
 
those instances I think that I’m lucky, that I’ve had all these opportunities (.) I think I’m very 
unlucky that I don’t really have a culture to speak of. You know, when somebody may ask 
me “what are your family traditions?”; we have small family traditions but I always feel like 
I’m missing out when I visit other cultures where people are 100 percent something, 100 
percent Czechoslovakian, 100 percent, you know, Latin, 100 percent Danish, you know. I 
don’t 
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have these traditions and I don’t have any of that to speak of. But, uhm, another thing 
that kind of is weird for me, is there is sometimes uhm instances where I’ve thought oh, if I 
was Latin American, then this would be easier for me”. There’s a thing called a plus-
system, when you get into college, do you know of this? (L: no) A lot of universities and 
colleges have instituted something called a plus-system, so when you apply uhm they look 
at everything from are you a woman, are you a minority, are you from an economically 
depressed area and for each one of those things you get plus’ed, like so if you’re a girl, 
that’s a plus, if you’re a minority, that’s a plus, if you’re from a poor neighborhood, that’s a 
plus. So those people who have a lot of plusses, can bump ahead of somebody who 
maybe has a better GPA or maybe (.) and they do that to equalize so they get minorities 
and get people from different cultures into certain areas. So if you are like D is, you know, 
a white guy then there is a strong possibility that you wont get in because somebody got 
bumped ahead of you that was an African American girl from a poor neighborhood, so that 
has been a 
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huge debate going on, you know, which way should it be.  
L: What do you think? What should they do? 
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A: You know, I’ve gone back and forward over it so many times thinking it’s not fair, but 
why isn’t it fair, you know. These people from economically depressed areas are gonna go 
to schools that don’t have the same resources as, say, somebody that grew up where D 
grew up, you know (L: m hm). They wont have the computers, they wont have this (.) So 
you know, it kinds of equalizes these things out, but then it’s not necessarily fair against 
somebody like, say, D, you know (L: yeah). So that’s one area where the whole (L: you 
take some and you give some?) Yeah, and (.) that’s the one thing I’ve always been one 
the fence about, is the plus-system. I’m trying to figure out if I agree with it or if I disagree 
with it. What do you think about it?  
D: The plus-system? (A: yeah) I don’t know. I guess I’m questioning what it means to 
meliorate or what it means to become this kind of jelled (.) if it’s better to have 
distinguished groups to a certain extent, or to be (.) I don’t know if distinguished groups is 
 
the right answer, but I was thinking, as you were talking, I was thinking about how America 
was founded, how, you know, originally you had your Irish pocket, you had your very 
German pocket, you had (.) whatever your pockets were, very strongly knit or very closely 
knit, and we would begin to kind of seep into each other, but then the question would be (.) 
and definitely at that point, whether you are an Irishman or a German, you hated each 
other if you from of those two groups. Now it’s no longer a question of whether you are 
Irish or German, those two are great friends in America, but they hate Latin American, or 
they find somebody to hate (A: yeah) because that group since jelled together, and now 
you have to have somebody to hate and then the question becomes ... (.) so if you’re a 
plus-system, the question is now, you know, do you try to make it so college is this 
universal thing where everybody can access it or do you make it something where this 
group gets access to it and therefore (.) I don’t know if it necessarily correlates, that was 
what I was thinking about, so I’m not sure (.) to me there is some sort of correlation 
between the question of do you bring these groups together or is it always better to have 
that kind of separation? For me, as a white male, that is clearly, in terms of a plus-system, 
screwed, I’m ok with that because I’ve been enabled in so many other areas (L: m hm) that 
it is ridiculous for me to sit down and complain about this one instance where (.) “yeah, but 
now in this one time in this one instance”, I mean, how can I possibly be that pissed off, 
that the one time somebody (A: what if it means that you don’t get into Harvard or Yale or 
the college that you want to get into?) Much worse things could happen in my life. The 
bigger question to me is, does this person who now is a part of the plus-system recognizes 
the power of being a woman or the power of being a Latin person and do they recognize at 
all what those gifts are and do I as a white American recognize what those powers are and 
what have I done to take advantage of those things. So, to me that’s the bigger question; 
whether I get accepted in this group or that group, whether (.) Inevitably, if I’ve done my 
job there’s still a great chance, in fact I guarantee my chances are still better, even with the 
plus-system, of getting in through that, than without the plus-system or any other system 
because of my  background as a white // American. 
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630 A: // People did a ton of lawsuits because people didn’t get in that had like 4.0 GPAs and a 
ton of extracurriculars, where somebody with a 3.8 GPA and not that many extracurriculars 
got in over them. So there have been a ton of lawsuits, like “why work so hard, why do all 
 
this extracurricular stuff, why work so hard for straight A’s in a hard school to not get in, 
and have somebody get in that had less of a GPA and not as many // extracurriculars?”.  
D: Thank your forefathers, I guess, you know, in that case. ... To me the biggest part of the 
question that was so important that you answered very wisely is to say that the fact is we 
have no tradition, we have no understanding of what it is to be American. I 
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does not exist. 
We have Christmas, but even Christmas // nobody understands 
A: // We have Thanksgiving // where everybody glutens themselves, that’s all people do, 
they just eat and watch football. 640 
D: Thanksgiving? Nobody really understands that Thanksgiving tradition. It is a tradition, 
but everybody celebrates it in a kind of funky, distorted way. ... We have an Easter, but 
even our Easter is totally (.) now the religious part of it has been kicked out and so it’s like 
there is always this politically correct way of handling all the new traditions we have. You 
know, if you go to Mexico, tradition is daily life, celebration is daily life; every day  there’s a 
ritual that happens and that’s not to say it happens every where; I think as soon as you go 
into some of the cities it breaks down more and more, but it’s amazingly abundant (L: m 
hm) and America (.) and in fact if you go to Europe, if you go to Italy, you know I lived in 
Italy for a year, that for sure blew me away with the amount of tradition and family value 
and these things that as an American, being such a young country, have completely 
missed out on. We have all the wealth, all the political and economical advantages a 
person or a country could ever ask for, and we are 
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extremely lacking in culture and values, 
so if you are not a traveled American, you have completely missed the bough and that’s 
the saddest thing; it’s how ethnocentric Americans are and how homer we are to say we 
belong to this country, we are the best and they never even been outside that country to 
have an understanding of why or what it is that makes them the best (L: yeah). It is 
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thing to say that I’m this super wealthy, politically advantaged person by being an 
American, because let’s face it; America right now stands that way in the world as this 
“super-power” but if you have no greater understanding of what else is going on around 
you, you have no way of really understanding what that power means or what it means in 
the greater relation to the world other than just saying “we’re number one” (L: yeah) and so 
as a Latin American or in terms of my identity in comparison to a Latin American, I think 
that’s (.) the 
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one thing that I think it’s so sad is to hear about somebody like Ross (.) It’s 
awesome that he’s able to achieve the American dream to a certain extend, but it’s to me 
 
almost the epidemic of what’s wrong with America to think that somebody would come 
here and strive for 
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that. (L: when it’s a step backwards in fact, in terms of values?) Exactly 
(A: m hm), it completely (.) It says something so much about you as a person and about 
US as a country, when what you are striving for has nothing to do with the person next to 
you or nothing to do with (A: family or anything) values (A: yeah, values) it has everything 
to do with monetary (.) But that’s what happens when you are such a young country who 
has had the success that we’ve had and it has been based 
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exactly on monetary value (L: 
m hm) and political positioning. What else is there to base (.) in fact when you look in any 
of the historical (.) you know, I’ve had this conversation with many friends about what 
makes a successful person and that’s a remembered person but who is remembered in 
America? (L: m hm) And it certainly isn’t people like uhm, although there are examples, 
you know, like the little small Rosa Park or something like that, a lady that sat in the front 
of the bus or whatever, but it’s like, in general, the people that are successes are the 
people are wealthy, that were able to build these dynasties of wealth, that even though you 
looked at them, they were just tyrannical, absurdly dominant and arrogant people. The 
reality says “who cares, because they had great wealth and therefore they were great 
successes”. And that’s the question, how (.) It’s so hard to be humble and have that kind of 
humility to say “I’m not about that wealth” (L: m hm) especially in America, I think it even 
harder in America, to not say “money doesn’t matter”.  
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A: Well, if you think it back to when America was founded, everybody said “I’m gonna go to 
America and make it”, “I’m gonna go to America and have the American dream”. Where is 
the American dream? It has always been based around wealth. None ever said I’m gonna 
have the American dream, I mean, maybe like our forefathers, you know, freedom to 
practice religion or what, not, but it has become, the American dream has become 
centered around wealth (L: m hm) absolutely. So, when immigrants come to have the 
American dream, “I wanna have the American dream”. (D: what they are actually doing is 
sacrificing culture) yeah, sacrificing culture for money (D: right), which is not  
D: Which is a horrible, horrible thing to do. (A: yeah) But the sad thing is // in reality Mexico  
A: But otherwise their family is gonna starve to death, you know. 
D: has hit such a depravity (A: yeah) that it’s not even a question of sacrificing culture, it’s 
a question of your life (A: yeah), I mean, they are so perishly close to death and their 695 
 
families see people die everyday because of starvation or disease or whatever that they 
got to change the system. 
A: Every dishwasher at work, every salad guy were always so happy. Everyone else would 
be cranky and miserable and yelling, but they were back there singing and having fun 
because they knew they were making money and they were sending money home to their 
family (D: yeah) and being useful and making money and feeling useful (L: yeah). It’s 
unbelievable, I mean, that you can have such a job that no one wants and that everyone 
would complain about and be so thankful for it. It was unbelievable to me.  
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L: What did it do to you? What did it make you feel about these people? 
A: I always had so much respect for them for doing a job like that and not complain one bit. 
The cleaning ladies, and we have a house-mom at work that cleans everything and is 
happy every day (L: m hm) and always says hello to everyone and has a smile on her face 
and every single, I mean with the exception of the girls that I’ve fought with in high school 
or what, not, but in my work environment, every single Latin American person I’ve come 
into contact with had kind of what is considered a medial job, something that is less 
desirable, has always been kind and happy and respectful of everyone else. They haven’t 
got the same respect, absolutely not, but they’ve always been respectful of anyone else, 
which is impressive to me.  
D: So it makes you wish so much that they maintain that awareness, though. I mean 
A: m hm and they always sings songs and have their own culture and  
D: That’s part of that banding together(.) as sad as it potentially could be viewed that they 
are sticking to their group or doing what ever they are doing, the reality is, that there is at 
least more hope that they are maintaining their culture (L: yeah), which seems like, well 
they are banding together, but we have already banded together as white Americans, you 
know, and so to me, when they band/stay together that’s actually good (L: yeah) in the 
bigger picture ‘cause there’s a better chance they are maintaining their culture. And they 
funny thing is, that we are actually as Americans, we slowly, as we get more and more 
close to them being “oh, what are you doing over there?”. We pick up those cultures, we 
slowly kind of take that as our own and it becomes our culture. 
L: Because you need to have some (D: period!) of what ever it is they have, because you 
feel 
 
D: That’s like all of a sudden “what the Hell is that? That’s culture? That’s what culture is? 
Is going to the video store not culture?” (haha) 
L: So that is how it kind of affect you guys? You see all these Latin people come in and 
you see that they stick together, even they have jobs you guys don’t even want and you 
feel you have some culture that binds them together and in fact it makes you feel you want 
some of what they have? 
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A: That was what I felt (D: for sure) I feel I am missing out on stuff, I feel like they lead this 
rich live where they go home to family and have these huge fiestas, you know, like if you’d 
talk to them “yeah, I had my sisters and my cousins and my brothers” and they have these 
huge families and these huge parties, you know, while they are not based around money, 
these huge parties are based around family and loveand fun, you know. And that’s, to me, 
is what it’s all about, you know, the interpersonal relationships. 
D: So, one of the questions earlier, you know, sadly it’s true, we are Mayberry to a large 
extent, A and I even. To a large extend we both appreciate and love that culture so much, 
and we try to get so much of it as possible, but the reality says, a large part of the way we 
live still is wrapped up in this no-mans-land of no culture and this lack of identity, and as a 
result until (.) there’s really no way out of that, you can’t really say I’m about this culture, 
because it’s based in a falsehood and as a result you can’t just say “well, I want this 
Mexican tradition therefore” (haha) (A: Yeah, I’m gonna pick it up (haha). So, basically 
we’re just jealous.) Yeah, without that culture, we are every bit as American as any other 
American, is kind of the point I’m making. ... (.) Originally I think I was talking about this 
kind of awareness that there are all these other cultures out there, but the reality is we are 
still on the inside looking out, trying to figure out how to get to that (L: ok)  
A: Seeing what separates us, binds us together, like what separates us from these 
cultures binds us together as  
D: largely, yeah. ... I made the kind of example earlier about when the masses for the 
Bush administration got together and said “I fear this, therefore I’m gonna make sure I 
protect my” (A: yeah) but reality says, those people aren’t much different than me because 
what they are fearing is this “oh my God”, you know, this kind of reality strikes about all this 
culture, they are afraid of it, I’m not afraid of it (L: no) ... Two people in identical 
circumstances saying “God, look at that culture”; one reacts to it negatively, one reacts to it 
 
positively, but they are not different from each other, they are both Americans without 
culture (haha) 
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L: Yeah. So, in some ways, you feel yourself standing outside the fence trying to look over 
it, trying to find out what’s going on, what is it that they have (A: oh yeah) that is so 
interesting, so intriguing, and on the other hand you realize that they have jobs you don’t 
want and that they do work you don’t wanna do, it’s a tough life and so on. So on the one 
hand it’s something you strive for and on the other it’s something you don’t want? 
A: Yeah 
D: The funniest thing is, if you look at African American culture, they do have a strong 
American, African American, but American culture, for sure. They were in an extremely ... 
situation in America, but it’s not African, their culture, although it’s based in some African 
motif or whatever (.) or roots, but it’s distinctively American at this point and probably the 
best thing that’ll ever happened to America is when we become poor or at least much 
poorer or become in a circumstance, where we are the minority and that we are forced to 
band together and rise up and group together and form a culture that then becomes 
something and then we can look back and “look at our culture”, you know, “we finally have 
one”. But until then we are still riding this superficial float over the top and will never have 
that things that’s based on anything. And I think that cultures actually are based, probably, 
in poverty or based in this kind of commonality of difficult circumstances where people ... if 
you think about your best friends ... or the people you love the most, almost inevitable 
came from a situation where you were at a tough time and that person either helped you 
out or you both had to bond together and afterwards you are like “now, see 
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that’s a  
person (.) I can dig that person “. And then, as a result, a relationship bond, some sort of 
or custom maybe might come from that as some sort of ritual or whatever and maybe 
that’s how it all starts to happen. Reality says, right now, where we are, we are just floating 
and probably in our lifetime, in fact it couldn’t happen in our lifetime because we weren’t 
born in it  and, so, therefore there is no tradition based in anything. But maybe by the time 
our kids come up, they’ll have a chance but reality says even their kids, our kids, don’t 
even have that opportunity. If we would have moved to another country, could we accept 
the culture there? Is it no better to move to another country and then take their culture? (A: 
right) 
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L: Yeah, you need kind of to be born into something, right (D: yeah) 
 
790 A: It feels like that! It feels like you have to be lucky enough to be born into something and 
it comes down to that you fear what you don’t know, but you want what you don’t know. 
 
